
Ref: AISV-3rd WR-19th - 23rd APRIL, 2021

Dear Parents,

Greetings!

Pre-Primary Weekly Report of AISV from 19th April to 23rd April 2021

AMICUS INTERNATIONAL PRE SCHOOL. VADODARA.

PRAYER TIME

● God’s Love!
● Sanskrit Shlok - Twamev Mata Cha Pita Twamev

NURSERY

ENGLISH/
PATTERNS

Little ones were introduced to Letter L by a story and objects. They
wrote the same in their textbooks.

CIRCLE
TIME/RHYMES

Little stars practiced the rhyme Look, It’s Me and were introduced to a
new rhyme I Am Special.

MATHS/PATTERNS Tiny tots were introduced to pre - math concept of Square through
videos and objects.

FINE MOTOR Shining stars practiced Letter L by pasting leaves on Letter L and
enhanced their Fine Motor skills.

ART & CRAFT Young artist had fun by colouring in a butterfly.



LKG

YOGA/SHLOKA Children practiced shloka "Twamev Mata cha peta tvamev" on daily
basis. They also practiced all the exercises done till now and were
also introduced to new exercise squat along with yoga exercise
Breathe in and breathe out.

ENGLISH/PHONICS Toddlers practiced tracing mountain patterns, Cone patterns, Top
curve patterns, left curve and right curve patterns in their
textbooks. They were also revised phonic sounds of letters a, b &
c and were introduced to phonics sounds of letters d, e and f.

CIRCLE
TIME/RHYMES

Kids revised the rhymes Hot cross buns and I am a little teapot
and were also introduced to a new rhyme Chop Chop Choppity
Chop.

MATHS/PATTERNS Little stars were introduced to number 2 through real objects,
rhymes - 2 little Dicky birds and Cobbler, Cobbler from text book
page number-177 and also practiced writing number 2 in their
textbook.

HINDI Toddlers practiced curve, circle and square patterns in their yuva
drawing book and textbooks. Kids were introduced to swar through
rhyme - A se anar by showing video. They also were introduced to
swar ‘अ’ by the pictures showing on PPT and also practiced writing

‘अ’ on their slate.

GK/SHOW & TELL Tiny tots learned all about fruits through PPT and real fruits. They
also enthusiastically showed the fruits they had with them and



talked about its taste, look, seeds etc.

GROSS MOTORS Little munchkins had fun fishing the balls with their tiny feet. They
transferred balls from the water filled container to the empty one.

ART & CRAFT Tiny tots did palm printing activity as a part of World Earth Day
activity where they painted their hands with blue and green water
colour and printed the same in their drawing book. They also made
a Book cover for their books as part of World Book Day activity
where they filled colours into the picture of their favourite cartoon
character, decorated with beautiful decorative items and then
pasted it to the cover page of their drawing book.

UKG

YOGA/SHLOKA Children practiced shloka "Twameva Mata cha pita twameva" on a
daily basis. They also practiced all the exercises done till now and
we're also introduced to new exercise squat along with breathe in
and breathe out exercise.

ENGLISH/RHYMES Little stars did odd one out exercises of beginning sounds of letters
in the textbook. They also enjoyed practice of Rhyme Boogie Woogie
with action and also revised Phonic sounds Aa-Zz.

MATHS Kids were introduced to the Pre maths concept “More and Less” and
practiced “Big and Small & More and Less” in their notebook.

HINDI Kids learned to write “ऋ” in their textbook and practiced अ,आ in their
notebook. Aswell enjoy to draw and write the same in slate.

GK/SHOW & TELL Toddlers were introduced with Five senses of our body and they did



practice exercise of the same in the textbook. They revised about all
the Body parts with action orally. Also they were introduced to a new
topic Being Healthy.

ART & CRAFT Kids enjoyed coloring in the Bird in their Art and Craft textbook.

EVENTS & CELEBRATIONS:

THE WORLD EARTH DAY: (22nd April 2021)

The Earth is what we all have in common. This Earth day,
our Tiny tots were briefed on how we need to take care of
our Mother Earth, the Earth protects us - we must protect
it too! We need to Restore our Mother Earth.

Various interesting activities were done, wherein Little
Blooming buds and Saplings of Pre primary had an hands
on experience on how to take care of our Mother Earth,
connectivity with natural resources, to make Best out of
Waste etc. And thus our Little Florets celebrated the Earth
Day joyfully!!

THE WORLD ENGLISH DAY & WORLD BOOK DAY: (23rd April 2021)

A Book is a gift you can open again and again!

This World English Day & World Book Day, let’s encourage our Little Stars to be
friendly with patterns, letters, words, sentences & Books!! And thus, along with the pre
reading & pre writing skills our Little Stars had fun doing the art & craft activities of



making a Book cover & Bookmark which will encourage them to open up their BEST
GIFT - THE BOOK again and again.



Dear Parents,

Greetings!

Please find the Primary Weekly Report from 19th April 2021 to 23rd April
2021   - AMICUS INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, Vadodara.

ONLINE CLASSES & EXAMS:

Online classes and exams were conducted
for grades 1 to 4 through the Zoom Cloud
Meeting App and 5 to 10 through Google
Meet. Students were taught all the subjects
i.e. English, Hindi, Maths, Science, Social
Science, and Life-skills. 

Gurukulam, Music, Dance, Yoga, Art and
Craft sessions were also conducted for the
students.

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students wrote sentences on My Family. Also wrote difficult words and
question answers of the chapter My family. Introduction, reading and
explanation of the new chapter Best Bird was done.



Math Ch. 2 Numbers Up to 20 - Numbers, Number names, Counting numbers,
backward and forward counting were explained using objects and utilizing
Video stories. Practice Work was given to be done in the notebook.

Science Students were introduced to a new chapter Family and surrounding,
wherein kids were introduced to members of the family and what all things
come in our surroundings. Also, they wrote difficult words of the chapter in
the notebook.

Hindi छा�ॲ ने वण�माला को िच� के साथ समझा और िच� के नाम को उसकी शु� की आवाज़ से िमलाना
िसखा|पा�यपु�तक म� से चल मेरी ढोलकी किवता को समझा |

Computer In the chapter Computer Around Us, wherein students learned about the
features of a computer and how computers are different from a calculator.

Gurukula
m

Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique, healing technique,
and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”. 

Music Students learned Guru Brahma Shloka. They enjoyed Nani Teri Morani
song and Five Little Ducks song with Action.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on Itni Si Hasi song.

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students did the textual exercise on Articles and Punctuation marks with
the help of teacher's guidance.

Science Kids were introduced to a new chapter Uses of plant, wherein they were
explained about various edible plant products and their uses. Also, they
wrote difficult words of the chapter in the notebook.

Maths Ch. 1- Numbers Up to 200- Revision exercise on page number- 9 of the
textbook was solved. Ascending and Descending Numbers were taught by
videos and practice work. A practice worksheet for the same was given to
children for printout and practice at home. Number and Number names
from 101 to 200 were introduced and given for writing in a notebook. 

Hindi छा�ॲ ने �याकरण म� “हमारी भाषा “ और “वण�माला “ को समझा और उसका अ�यास िकया | 



Computer Ch.1- Parts and Uses of a Computer, wherein students learned about
the software, its types and its uses of a computer.

Gurukula
m

Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique, healing technique,
and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”. 

Music Students learned Gift to You prayer, Chun Chun Karti Aayi Chidiya song
with action, and Earth Day song.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on Kashmir Tu song.

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students twisted their tongue with tongue twisters challenge. Explanation
of grammar topic Countable and Uncountable nouns with textual
exercise was done.

Math Ch.3-Numbers Upto 10,000, wherein students learned about the
comparison of numbers, finding the smallest and greatest number and
orders of numbers. Also, they completed Exercise -1(D) of their textbook.

Science The Textbook exercise from the chapter Living and nonLiving Things is
completed. Fill in the blanks, True or false were discussed and give reasons
for questions was given as notebook work. 
Students learned the value of reuse and recycling things by making planters
from used plastic bottles on World Earth Day.

Hindi छा�ॲ ने “�ान -माग� “ कहानी को समझा , अहकंार का �याग , �ान का लाभ , गु� भि�त जैसे जीवन मू�यॲ
को जाना और पा�यपु�तक का अ�यास िकया एवं प्र�ो के उ�र का लेखन िकया | �याकरण म� “ हमारी
वण�माला “ को समझा और चच� िकया | 

Computer Ch-1- The IPO Cycle, wherein different parts of CPU and textual exercise
questions were discussed.

Gurukula
m

Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique, healing technique,
and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”.    



Life Skill A story of a Cracked pot was told to make them understand never
underestimate anybody except them as they are. God has made us and
others with special captiblity Weakness is not in appearance.  

Art & Craft Students enjoyed tracing and colouring an ornamental arch.

Music Students learned Save the planet song. 

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on Dil Dubba song.

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Textbook and Notebook Exercise from the chapter Twelve Silver Cups
was completed. Students were introduced to a new chapter Nouns-
revision. Grammar and comprehensions were done from the textbook.
Students actively participated in the activity- Creating a Lipogram
related to the English Week celebration. 
The importance of reading books is discussed in the English classroom with
a PPT on World book day and World English day. Students were
introduced to some classic children books. 

Math Continuing the chapter Place Value of Large Numbers, wherein
students came to know about rounding off numbers nearest 10, 100 and
1000  by going through the video. The textual exercise was done. 

Science The Textbook exercise from the chapter Green Plants was completed.
Long answer questions and questions from cognitive corners were
discussed and given as notebook work. 
Students learned the value of reuse and recycling things by making
planters from used plastic bottles on World Earth day.

Social
Science

Ch.2-The Northern Mountains - Brief History was explained about the
formation of the Northern Mountains by showing a video. Information was
shared about the facts related to northern mountains in terms of area and
length, about the importance, origin of rivers, and three parallel ranges
were introduced. The greater Himalayas were explained showing videos of
the formation of glaciers, rivers, vegetation and wildlife. G.K questions



based on the highest mountain ranges, mountaineers vegetation and other
facts were given as P.W.

Hindi छा�ॲ ने “िचिड़या की ब�ची “ पाठ का पठन िकया पाठ को समझा , प्र�ो की चच� िकया एवं , �वत�ंता 
का मह�व , क�णा , मातृ�व जैसे जीवन मू�यॲ को जाना | 

Computer Ch-1-History of Computers, wherein students learned about all the
generations of computers and the technology used in those generations.

Gujarati િવદ્યાથી�ઓએ તર્ણ - ચાર અ�ર વાળા અમાિતર્ક શ�દોની સમજ મેળવી અને વા�યોનું વાંચન અને લેખન
કય�ું. 

Sanskrit सुगम सं�कृतम् - लट् लकार की �या�या एव ं उसके छोटे - छोटे वा�य प्रयोग ।

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique, healing technique,
and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”.   

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on Dil Dubba song.

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English The textual exercise of Nouns was completed. Students enjoyed making
Healthy Sandwich and bifurcating the ingredients into countable and
uncountable nouns as a part of the English week Celebration.
The importance of reading good books and celebration of World English
Day was discussed with the students through  PPT.

Math Continuing the chapter Number System, wherein students came to know
about rounding off numbers nearest to 10, 100 and 1000. The was
completed with a discussion of the chapter revision exercise.

Science Students were introduced to the concept of growing plants from plant
parts, other than seeds. Growing plants from Underground stem and
Leaves 
were discussed in the classroom with relevant examples.  



Social
Science

A new chapter, Latitudes and Longitudes were introduced in the class
through a video. Students understood about the degrees used for
latitudes, prime meridian and equator.

Hindi िव�ािथ�यॲ ने पाठ- 2 "बालक चंदर्गु�त" की कहानी को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Gujarati િવદ્યાથી�ઓએ “મીઠંુ અને ચીન”ુ ના પર્�ો ની ચચા� કરી અને પાઠ્ય - પ�ુતક માં �વા�યાયનું લેખન કય�ું. 

Sanskrit सुगम सं�कृतम् - अवृि�पाठ 2 - के िक्रयापद - पिरचय का पुन�वलोकन एवं प्रथमपु�ष के एकवचन,ि�वचन,
बहवुचन का िक्रया के साथ प्रयोग का वण�न ।

Computer Ch.1- Inside A Computer, wherein students learned about the WiFi
technology, NFC technology and different types of monitors available.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique, healing technique,
and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”.   

Art & Craft Students drew ornamental forms of design in a creative drawing book and
even filled colours of their choice.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on Saturday Saturday song.

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students enhanced their grammar skills with the topic, Pronouns and
Its types. The textual exercise was also executed.

Math The chapter Number System was completed with a discussion of the
chapter revision exercise. Students were introduced to a new chapter
Whole Number.

Science Continuing the chapter Components Of Food, wherein students came to
know about minerals, dietary fibre, water, balanced diet and deficiency
disorders by going through a video.
Celebrating World Earth Day, students did the hands-on activity of tree
plantation to restore our earth in their virtual online class.



Social
Science

Through the chapter, What, Where, How and When, students came to
know about the ways of knowing about the past through inscriptions,
manuscripts, historians and archaeologists.

Hindi िव�ािथ�यॲ ने पाठ- 2 "सर�वती पाठशाला" पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Gujarati િવદ્યાથી�ઓએ “�પા ડરી નિહ” ના પર્�ો ની ચચા� કરી અને પાઠ્ય - પ�ુતક માં �વા�યાયનું લેખન કય�ું. 

Sanskrit �िचरा L - 2 श�दपिरचय पाठ का िहदंी अनुवाद एवं पाठ के अंत म� आए अ�यास के िर�त �थानॲ की पूित� ।

Computer Students learned about hacking and types of domain names available on
the internet. Textual exercises were also discussed.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique, healing technique,
and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”.   

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on Saturday Saturday song.

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students enhanced their poetic sense with the poem, On the
grasshopper and cricket. The textual exercise was also executed.

Math Students were introduced to a chapter Fractions, wherein they came to
know about like fractions, unlike fractions, mixed fractions and equivalent
fractions with examples by going through a video which was also, shared
in a Google classroom.

Science From the chapter Time and Motion, speed, its units, motion, uniform and
non-uniform speed and Distance- Time graph was was discussed.

Social
Science

In the chapter, Tracing changes through a thousand years, students
came to know about the changes brought about in India during 700 to
1750 AD such as political, economical, technological and religious.

Hindi िव�ािथ�यॲ ने पाठ-15 "रचना�मक लेखन" के अंतग�त 'ई-मेल' के बारे म� समझा।



Computer A new chapter Evolution of Storage, was introduced in the class wherein
they came to know about the basic storage unit of the computer.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique, healing technique,
and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”.   

Art & Craft Students drew design drawings by overlapping the wavy lines of kite and
reel in a creative drawing book and sketchbook.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on Befikra song.

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students enhanced their grammar skills with the topic Tenses. The
textual exercise was also executed.

Math Students were introduced to a chapter Exponent and Power, wherein
they came to about the laws and properties of exponent and power with
relevant examples. They solved the textual Exercise- 2A.

Science-
Physics

Different types of contact and non-contact forces like electrostatic force,
magnetic force, muscular force, gravitational force, frictional force, etc
with examples were discussed with the students from the chapter, ‘ Force
and Friction.  The advantages and disadvantages of frictional force were
also discussed.

Science-
Chemistry

The reaction of metals and Non-metals with water, from the chapter
Metal and Non-metals, was discussed. Students were introduced to the
concept of Reactivity series of metals. Also, students were able to
observe and identify the Corrosion of metals.

Social
Science

In the chapter Resources, wherein students came to know about the
classification of resources, Sustainable Development, Human resource
development and human resources. Ways of conservation of resources
were discussed in the class.

Hindi िव�ािथ�यॲ ने पाठ- 2 "खुशी की तलाश" कहानी के निैतक मू�यॲ को समझा एवं पाठ - चच� की गई।

Gujarati િવદ્યાથી�ઓએ  “ િભ�ા પાતર્ “ ના પર્�ો ની ચચા� કરી અને પાઠ્યપ�ુતકમાં �વા�યાય નું લેખન કય�ું. 



Sanskrit �िचरा के सुभािषतािन के �लोको का िहदंी अनुवाद के साथ पठन एवं पाठन ।

Computer Students learned about wearable smart devices and virtual reality
terminologies.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique, healing technique,
and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”.   

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on Befikra song.

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students enhanced their grammar skills with the topic- Tenses. The
textual exercise was also executed.

Math Students were introduced to a chapter Polynomials, wherein they came
to know about different types of polynomials like a monomial, binomial,
trinomial and polynomial with examples. Also, they came to know about
constant polynomials and zero polynomials.

Science-
Physics

Continuing with the chapter, Time and Motion, topics related to uniform
and non-uniform motion, speed and its types, velocity and its types were
discussed. Numericals were also solved. 

Science-
Chemistry

The concept of Latent heat of Fusion and Latent heat of
vapourization were explained with the help of a graph. The role of
temperature in Change in State of matter was revised. The concepts
like sublimation and deposition were discussed along with it. The state of
matter was also discussed.

Social
Science-
History

In the chapter, French Revolution, students came to know how France
became a constitutional monarchy and then a Republic. Reign of terror
was discussed with the students wherein Robispierre through his policies
and extreme control brings changes in France.

Social
Science-
Economics

In their ongoing chapter A Story of Palampur, they came to know
about labour work, wages, capital in farming, sale of surplus
farm products and non-farming activities in Palampur. 



Hindi िव�ािथ�यॲ ने �पश� पा�य पु�तक से पाठ-2 "एवरे�ट : मेरी िशखर या�ा" को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Computer Students came to know the advanced feature like subtotal, goal seek and
functions in MS Excel.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique, healing technique,
and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”.    

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students enhanced their grammar skills with the topic, Modals and its
types’. The textual exercise was also executed.

Math Students were introduced to a chapter Coordinate Geometry. Revision
of Real Number was done. The distance formula was discussed with
examples-7.1 from the textbook. 

Science-
Chemistry

Chemical reactions of acids and bases with water was discussed from the
chapter Acids, Bases and salts. The concept of strong/ Weak Acid/
Base, Universal Indicator and pH scale etc were also explained. 

Science-
Biology

Continuing with the chapter, Our Environment, wherein discussions on
the topics Food chain, food web, pyramids, biomagnification, Ozone layer,
its depletion and management of Garbages was done in the class followed
by conducting the quiz.

Social
Science-
Geography

In the chapter, Resources and Development students came to know
about the Earth Summit, 1992 and Agenda 21. Resource Planning in
India was discussed in the class.

Social
Science-
Economics

In their ongoing chapter Sectors of Economy, wherein they came to
know about the rising importance of tertiary production, peoples
employment and how to create employment for the unemployed. 

Hindi छा�ॲ ने �पश� पु�तक से मैिथली शरण गु�त �ारा रिचत किवता " मनु�यता " के अंश का पठन िकया। 



Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique, healing technique,
and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”.  

EVENTS AND CELEBRATIONS:

ENGLISH WEEK (19/04/2021) C3 TO C10:

The successful completion of the celebration of English Week was enhanced
student’s explorative thinking skills, sharpen the Listening, Speaking, Reading and
Writing skills and learn the correct usage of spoken English.

Celebrating English Week C3 - students participated in the tongue twister
challenge by saying different tongue twisters fast and slow in the given time. C4 -
students actively participated in creating Lipogram. The constrained writing game
helped the students to develop their creative thinking skills. C5 - students enjoyed
making Healthy Sandwich and bifurcating the ingredients into countable and
uncountable nouns as part of the English week Celebration.

C6 –students did poem recitation with props, C7- students made posters with
inspirational quotations, C8- students made a cartoon with dialogue, C9-students
represented a debate on English is an importantant means of communication
in the modern world, C10- students represented a debate with the topic English,
its impact in India and world.

WORLD EARTH DAY (22/04/2021) C1 TO C10: 

The Earth Day celebration across the world was to focus on restoring the global
ecosystem through natural means, emerging green technologies and innovation.

This year World Earth Day was celebrated on 22nd April 2021 with the theme
Restore our Earth. Students of C1 to C10 celebrated World Earth Day with
innovative activities to Restore our Earth in their respective virtual classes.
Wherein they made pots from plastic bottles, cup, box, Grew Microgreen,
slogan writing and poster making to restore our Earth.

WORLD BOOK DAY (23/04/2021) C1 TO C10:

World Book Day was celebrated on 23rd April 2021. Celebrating this day C2
students made a small Scrapbook by their own. C4 students were discussed the
need and importance of reading good books. Also, students were introduced to



some classic children books. C5 students discussed the importance of reading good
books, also shared their experiences about reading books.

WORLD ENGLISH DAY (23/04/2021) C1 TO C10:

World English Day was celebrated on 23rd April 2021, wherein C2 - students
celebrated book day by making scrapbook and as a part of English day they
decorated the first cover page of the book to write and paste the memories of the
year 2021. C4- students were shown a PowerPoint presentation explaining the
history behind World English Day. C5 –students were explained the reason and
importance of celebrating World English Day through a PowerPoint presentation.


